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INTRODUCTION

During high season, hotels increase room rates as 
demand rises, and with higher rates come higher 
expectations from guests. Yet with staff struggling to 
keep up with the volume of arrivals and departures 
and facilities often running at full capacity, hotels are 
not always in the best position to meet the expecta-
tions of every guest. 

As a result, some guests encounter long lines, de-
lays, and  lower levels of quality and service. If they 
choose to share their disappointment in online re-
views, they can damage the hotel’s reputation and 
discourage other travelers from staying there. 

The question is, are negative reviews inevitable 
during high season, or are there ways to avoid them? 
In this guide, we’ll examine this universal trend in the 
hotel  industry: when rates and occupancy go up, 
guest satisfaction scores go down.  
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We’ll start by looking at the data: what is the trend, 
and why does it happen? Then we’ll look at key dif-
ferences between high season and low season trav-
elers. Next, we’ll focus on solutions. How can you 
buck the trend by maintaining—and even increas-
ing—guest satisfaction scores during high season? 
And what does it take to exceed the expectations 
of guests? Then we’ll look at a case study of Opus 
Hotel, and we’ll end the guide with a discussion on 
how to leverage guest feedback analytics to improve 
guest satisfaction scores. 



ANALYZING THE DATA
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HOW HIGH SEASON IMPACTS SATISFACTION

To get a clearer idea of what happens to guest satis-
faction in hotels during high season, we analyzed Re-
viewPro data and identified several distinct patterns. 
 
In the example pictured here featuring a resort prop-
erty in Europe, you can see that guest satisfaction 
(the pale blue line, as measured by the Global Review 
IndexTM) decreases during the busy summer months 
of July and August. This pattern is representative of 
trends we see around the globe in both the leisure 
and corporate markets.  
 
Also telling in the graph is that when demand is high, 
value ratings (the dark blue line) go down. This is 
likely the result of prices increasing while the quality 
of product and overall guest experience remain the 
same—or, in some cases, worsen.    

According to ReviewPro data, both overall guest 
satisfaction (GRI™) and value perception decrease in 
high season.
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COMMON COMPLAINTS IN HIGH SEASON

While one might expect most complaints to be re-
lated to service, queues and noise when hotels are 
running at high occupancy, our analysis of review 
performance in three tourist destinations around the 
globe tells a bit of a different story.  

The data indicates that the top areas of complaint 
during high season are in fact fairly consistent with 
those during low season, but are amplified due to the 
higher volume of reviews. In our analysis, we found 
that the most common year-round complaints con-
cerned the room, bathroom, Internet and cleanliness. 

However, while service may not always be the big-
gest reason for complaints during high season, it’s an 
integral part of the overall guest experience. Frontline 
staff generally have high influence over the quality of 
service and can overcome shortfalls in other areas by 
providing exceptional service. 

Corinthia Hotels has been delivering excep-
tional service for the last 50 years. Established 
in 1962 by the Pisani family of Malta, the 
brand is the epitome of 5-star luxury across 
all its 9 (soon to be 11) international proper-
ties.

Download our full case study to learn how 
this iconic brand uses ReviewPro’s solutions 
to put in-stay resolution at the forefront of 
operations and strengthen its online reputa-
tion.

HOW CORINTHIA HOTELS CLOCKS A 92% 
RESPONSE RATE IN UNDER AN HOUR

READ MORE

CASE STUDY

https://www.reviewpro.com/resources/how-corinthia-hotels-clocks-92-response-rate-under-hour/
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FACTORS IMPACTING GUEST SATISFACTION

During the recent ReviewPro webinar How to Maintain Guest Satisfaction During High Season 
we polled attendees on why they think guest satisfaction scores go down in high season. 

17%

24%

35%

39%

46%

Decline in perceived value

Decline in service and/or quality

All of the above

Rates are higher

Guest expectations are higher

WHY DO GUEST SATISFACTION SCORES GO DOWN?



UNDERSTANDING THE UNIQUE NEEDS OF HIGH SEASON TRAVELERS
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LOW SEASON VS. HIGH SEASON TRAVELERS
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UNDERSTANDING NEEDS & EXPECTATIONS
 

To best serve your guests during high season, it’s im-
portant to understand their unique needs and expec-
tations. While factors may vary by hotel and location, 
we can identify several general differences between 
low and high season travelers. 

During the low season, a large proportion of hotel 
guests are traveling on business. For business travel-
ers, convenience, efficiency and location are top pri-
orities. They often visit the same destination repeat-
edly and tend to be loyal to hotels and brands. They 
enjoy being recognized by staff and receiving perks 
and privileges as repeat guests. 

Business travelers are generally less price sensitive 
than other travelers because the company is often 
paying for their room and meals. Reviews are very 
important to them, and they usually travel alone. 
They are connected, so reliable Wi-Fi is essential. 

By comparison, a large proportion of hotel guests 
in high season are traveling on leisure. They are on 
vacation and have extra time on their hands. Lei-
sure travelers seek memorable experience as well as 
comfort, fun and relaxation, so onsite facilities play a 
key role in their selection of a hotel. 

Leisure travelers are generally less experienced and 
travel savvy than business travelers and may visit a 
destination only once or twice in a lifetime. They 
tend to be less loyal to hotels and brands and often 
don’t know what to expect from their hotel.



Google/Ipsos MediaCT 2015 Traveler’s Road to Decision 
Base: U.S. leisure travelers, n=3,500 
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ATTRIBUTES 

Low season travelers are also more price sensitive 
because they’re spending their hard-earned money. 
Reviews are extremely important to them, and they 
typically travel with friends or family. They are often 
connected, although they like to disconnect too.

Another key attribute of leisure travelers is that while 
they often plan vacations well in advance, they tend 
to postpone decisions on things to do until after they 
arrive. According to a Google/Ipsos MediaCT survey, 
85 percent of U.S. leisure travelers said they decide 
on activities after arriving in a destination. (2015 Trav-
eler’s Road to Decision) 

To meet the needs of leisure travelers, then, it’s im-
portant to have information and resources about 
local activities, attractions and restaurants to assist 
guests on property.  

https://www.thinkwithgoogle.com/advertising-channels/mobile/travel-trends-2016-data-consumer-insights/
https://www.thinkwithgoogle.com/advertising-channels/mobile/travel-trends-2016-data-consumer-insights/
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KIDS HAVE INFLUENCE!

Also noteworthy is that while kids don’t pay the bill, 
they have a lot of influence over family activities. Ac-
cording to Google’s 2014 travel study, children’s pref-
erences influenced family travel decisions 87 percent 
of the time. (The 2014 Traveler’s Road to Decision) 

If your hotel caters to families, be sure to offer ame-
nities and activities that appeal to children as well as 
parents. 

Google Travel Study, June 2014 Ipsos MediaCT, n=1016

https://storage.googleapis.com/think/docs/2014-travelers-road-to-decision_research_studies.pdf
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CHALLENGES DURING PEAK SEASON

Hotels face a number of unique challenges during 
peak season. Since many hotels struggle to make a 
profit during the low season, it’s critical to take ad-
vantage of opportunities to increase rates and maxi-
mize occupancy during the high season. 

Balancing revenue needs with operational needs can 
be a juggling act. Ownership expects management 
to keep costs down year-round, but a higher volume 
of guests puts greater demands on the property and 
staff. 

When occupancy is high there is significant wear-
and-tear on rooms, facilities—and employees. It’s 
harder for housekeeping and maintenance staff to 
keep the property shipshape. Staff work long days, 
back-to-backs and overtime, and when they’re tired 

and stressed out service levels can suffer, resulting in 
errors and missed details. 

Meanwhile, guests feel lost in the crowd, faced with 
long lines and delays in services like breakfast, eleva-
tors and Wi-Fi. These conditions can result in com-
plaints about quality, service and value—on property, 
online and in guest surveys.        

MANAGING THE GUEST EXPERIENCE 
DURING HIGH SEASON 
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A HIGH SEASON CHECKLIST

Complaints during high season are far from inevi-
table, but preventing them requires planning well in 
advance, anticipating needs, and being highly re-
sponsive to guest feedback.
To ensure that your hotel’s standards don’t fall during 
high season, follow this checklist: 

Be prepared
If you wait for high season to hit before calling in 
reinforcements, it may be too late to prevent com-
plaints. Start the planning process well in advance.

Staffing
A top priority in high season it to ensure you hire and 
train sufficient staff. Here are 5 suggestions to help 
keep your team running smoothly even when the 
hotel is busy:

• Train employees to provide efficient service 
while at the same time providing the special 
attention and personalization leisure travelers 
expect.

• Empower staff to resolve problems on prop-
erty quickly and thoroughly to prevent them 
from escalating to online complaints. 

• Cross-train employees in other departments 
so that when it gets busy you can shift re-
sources where they are most needed. 

• Schedule staff prudently and liberally to ac-
commodate rushes. Bear in mind that high 
season guests are often higher maintenance, 
and a bad review can be costlier to your hotel 
than a few hours of overtime.

• Ensure that managers are supporting and 
motivating staff during busy times, handling 
guest issues, and showing leadership.
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A HIGH SEASON CHECKLIST

Inventory 
Don’t let yourself be caught short on supplies and 
amenities when you need them most. Conduct a 
full accounting of inventory prior to the start of high 
season and ensure that you have ample stock on 
hand. Don’t forget to ensure that your Wi-Fi system 
has sufficient bandwidth to meet demand during a 
full house.

Resources 
Ensure that staff have the knowledge and resources 
they need to help guests plan activities on property 
and make the most of their stay. This includes:

- Information on local services, activities and dining.
- Special programs and amenities for children.
- A list of staff who speak foreign languages. 

Property 
Be sure to whip your property into shape while it’s 
still slow and housekeeping and maintenance staff 
can access rooms and facilities. This means con-
ducting:

- A detailed inspection of rooms and facilities. 
- Repairs and maintenance where necessary.
- A deep cleaning of all rooms and facilities, includ-
ing carpets, drapery and upholstery. 

Communication 
Open, proactive communication among employ-
ees and departments is critical during peak season. 
Ask employees to arrive in advance of their shifts for 
pre-shift briefings, and use staff memo boards and 
log books to share information like occupancy stats, 
availability, events, VIPs and incidents.
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A HIGH SEASON CHECKLIST

Technology
It can play a pivotal role in creating efficiencies and 
enhancing guest service. This may include:  
 

1. Ensuring that your website, booking engine and 
PMS are user-friendly, fast and effective.

2. Using a CRM system to send pre-stay emails to 

guests to help them plan their stay in advance. 

3. Offering online check-in and checkout options 
to  reduce traffic at the front desk.

4. Allowing guests to make requests by text mes-

sage or mobile app to reduce phone calls and lines.

5. Using guest management software to track 
guest requests. 

6. Using ReviewPro’s In-stay Surveys to solicit 
guest feedback on property and fix problems before 
guests check out.

ReviewPro’s Guest Satisfaction Sur-
veys (GSS), both in-stay and post-stay, 
enable hotels to gather direct feed-
back from guests using customizable 
surveys.

Discover today how this highly flexible, 
cloud-based tool can help you turn 
insight into action to improve oper-
ational and service excellence, while 
driving revenue.

HAPPY GUESTS.
PROFITABLE HOTELS.

REQUEST A DEMO

https://www.reviewpro.com/products/guest-survey-solution/
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A HIGH SEASON CHECKLIST

Review Management

Keeping up with reviews is especially important 
during high season because more guests are shop-
ping for hotels. And yet many hotels fall behind due 
to the high volume of reviews posted. Make time to 
monitor reviews and social media comments closely, 
and strive to maintain at least two responses to your 
10 most recent reviews. That’s all most travelers read 
before booking a hotel. 

A HIGH SEASON CHECKLIST

Breakfast

Breakfast is a common source of complaints during 
the busy season, especially for hotels that offer a 
complimentary option. Prevent lines at the buffet, 
waits for food and depleted supplies by ensuring 
adequate staffing, training, clean tables, food sup-
plies and cutlery. Service equipment to ensure it runs 
smoothly. 

I am sincerely sorry we were unable to honor 
your reservation. Like other hotels, on rare oc-

casions we find ourselves overbooked, in which 
case we make arrangements at another hotel 

and cover the charges. Had we known you were 
celebrating your engagement we would have 
held your room, and we truly regret the over-

sight. We would love the opportunity to make it 
up to you. Kindly contact me to discuss.

  
Christina B, Hotel Manager
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TIPS FROM REVIEWPRO CLIENTS

We asked our clients to share their recommendations 
for meeting guest expectations during high season. 
Below are highlights from the top comments re-
ceived. Thanks to all for sharing ideas and insight! ”Keep in mind that many people plan six 

months or more for their vacation and ex-
pectations are high. Be sure guests know 
what to expect before they book.”

Neil Martinelli, 
Guest Relations Manager 
Sirens Hotels (Greece)

Put your calmest and strongest staff in the 
front of house during peak periods, espe-
cially friday and saturday nights. Implement 
quick and efficient cleaning systems to keep 
on top of common areas.”

Sue Edwards

When you increase the price a lot and the client pays 
directly, the expectations are higher, and the guests 
do not understand that the market dictates the rate. 
They associate high rates with luxury or extra services. 
If you do not offer these things, the perceived value 
for the money spent will decrease. Always focus on 
your guests’ needs and try to minimize the impact of 
a higher rate. For instance, reply every day to guest 
reviews, and be proactive to ensure you honor check-
in and checkout times.”
 
Marta Alamany,  
Managing Director
Catalonia Hotels (Spain)
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TIPS FROM REVIEWPRO CLIENTS

”Provide the most personalized service. 
Increase the speed in handling complaints. 
Strengthen supervision. Give small touches 
of added value as amenities.”

Norma Granados,  
PR Manager
Palace Resorts (Mexico) 

”Ensure service levels are upheld; e.g, enough 
seats at breakfast, no queues on arrival, etc. 
Don't change your regular setup so much 
in high season that clients will return during 
softer periods and miss those extra touches.”

Samir Wildemann,  
General Manager
Kempinski Hotels (Thailand)

”Our regular guests know what to expect at our hotel, 
but during summer we have many guests who have 
never been here before, and new guests generally 
have higher expectations. Start preparations in the 
early spring to improve the physical property, and hold 
customer service training again just prior to the start of 
the  summer season.” 
 
Myron Pree, 
Play Elko Properties (USA) 

”Review negative trends (in guest feedback) and work 
to address them. Anticipate guests’ needs and manage 
expectations.” 
 
Mathew Baird, 
Hard Rock Hotels (USA)
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TIPS FROM REVIEWPRO CLIENTS

”Pay more attention to service and include more staff 
during peak periods. Implement special procedures for 
following up on services and installations. The tech-
nical team (maintenance department) has to prevent 
issues by reviewing and checking rooms and com-
mons areas before the guest's arrival. Offer more per-
sonalised customer care with repeat guests. And more 
special attention and in-room amenities to increase 
value.”  
 
Jesús Pérez Escudero, 
Majestic Hotel Group (Spain)

”Ensure that everything is perfect; the small details 
make a difference when the rate is high. Do not be 
afraid to throw in a comp breakfast if the guests are 
unhappy with the room rate. Ensure that your rates fall 
within the comp set and are not a lot more expensive.”
 
Niall O'Shaughnessy, 
Jurys Inns (UK)

”Use in-stay surveys to get feedback from guests during 
their stay. If you solve their problems, they probably 
won't leave negative comments on public sites, and 
they might even write positive reviews.” 
 
Bernadett Kosztka, 
The Three Corners Hotels & Resorts (Hungary)
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5 STEPS TO MANAGING COMPLAINTS 

During high season, it’s more important than ever to 
have an efficient, effective system in place for iden-
tifying issues and resolving complaints before they 
escalate. As peak season approaches, take some time 
to review these five basic steps to handling com-
plaints with your staff:

HANDLING COMPLAINTS 

1. Listen carefully to the guest’s concerns.

2. Show empathy and let the guest know 

you understand and are here to help.  

3. Offer a sincere apology. 

4. Provide options, allowing the guest to 

choose the solution that best suits them. 

5. Follow up with colleagues and the guest 

to ensure the solution is implemented and 

steps are taken to prevent a recurrence. 
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MANAGING PRICING COMPLAINTS

Complaints about pricing are more common during 
high season. Sometimes even staff members aren’t 
comfortable with defending the high rates their hotel 
charges.

At the root of most pricing complaints is the per-
ception that the guest is not getting fair value for 
their money, and this feeling can overshadow the 
entire stay. If staff don’t address the complaint to the 
guest’s satisfaction, it may turn up in a review.  

For example, a guest might say to an employee, “This 
room is almost double the rate I paid a few months 
ago. It’s not worth it!” 

In response, the employee might say, “I completely 
understand how you feel. Hotel rates in the city in-
crease substantially during the busy summer season. 
 
But our rates our comparable to similar hotels in the 
area, and we feel we provide good value given our 
location, service and facilities. Is there anything I can 
do to ensure that you feel you are getting fair value 
for your stay?” 
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Another common complaint during peak season 
concerns wait times. When handling such com-
plaints, employees should offer a sincere apology for 
the wait, be as efficient as possible, and provide an 
expected service  delivery time. This will help alleviate 
the guest’s frustration and anxiety over not knowing 
if or when their needs will be met.
 
For example, a guest might say, “We’ve been waiting 
for our luggage for over an hour!” In response, the 
employee could say, “I am so sorry to keep you wait-
ing so long.

I completely understand your frustration. I’ll person-
ally ensure that your luggage is delivered within fif-
teen minutes. Is there anything else I can do to as-
sist?” 

COMPLAINTS ABOUT WAIT TIMES

Of course, rather than wait for guests to complain, 
staff should be proactive and apologize whenever a 
guest is kept waiting. 



OVERBOOKING

Another frequent complaint during peak season per-
tains to overbookings. When demand is high, hotel 
staff are under pressure to achieve full occupancy. 
A standard industry practice is to overbook, banking 
on last-minute changes to arrival dates, cancellations 
and no shows.

When a hotel is overbooked, some guests may not 
receive the room type they requested, whereas oth-
ers may not get a room at all. When a hotel has more 
incoming guests than rooms available, it must relo-
cate guests to another hotel. 

Relocating is not pleasant for guests or employees. 
If the situation isn’t expertly handled, the hotel risks 
receiving a negative review like the one picture here. 
Not only is this guest not coming back, she recom-
mends other travelers “think again” before staying 
there too.

22
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AVOIDING & MANAGING RELOCATES

By now most people have heard about the United 
Airlines overbooking incident in April 2017, in which 
a traveler was dragged from a plane after refusing to 
give up his seat. No hotel wants to be embroiled in 
that kind of PR nightmare. 

How can employees prevent relocates—and mitigate 
the impact when they do occur? 

As a start, hotels should manage inventory carefully 
and avoid being overly aggressive with overbookings. 
When demand is high, the hotel shouldn’t have to 
overbook by a lot of rooms because it can pick up 
reservations on the day of arrival. 

Revenue managers should exercise caution, taking 
the time to study historical patterns, estimate how 
many rooms will wash, and create accurate demand 
forecasts. For example, OTA bookings tend to have a 
higher rate of cancellation than direct bookings, so  

 
 
when OTA bookings are high the hotel may be able 
to go deeper with overbookings.  

To reduce uncertainty, on the day of arrival the man-
ager should review the arrivals list carefully and con-
firm arrivals where possible. If relocating is necessary, 
contact guests in advance to explain the situation 
and arrange for them to go directly to the alternate 
hotel. Ensure that the hotel is ready for the guests’ 
arrival, that a comparable room is assigned, and that 
staff will take special care of the guests. If guests are 
staying for more than one night, invite them back for 
the remainder of their stay.

Furthermore, it’s essential to train front desk staff 
andmanagers on what to say to guests when relocat-
ing and how to demonstrate empathy, respect, con-
fidence and professionalism. 
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RESPONDING TO REVIEWS WITH COMPLAINTS

When responding to reviews about relocates, man-
agers should be extra careful with their choice of 
words to avoid further provoking the guest. 

Here’s an example to an effective response to the re-
view on the “Overbooking” slide. The manager offers 
a sincere apology and a brief explanation, inviting the 
guest to contact her.
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EXCEEDING EXPECTATIONS 

As we’ve discussed, meeting guest expectations is 
critical during high season. But what really drives five-
star reviews and surveys is exceeding expectations. 
Let’s briefly look at ways hotels can accomplish this.  
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REINVEST THE INCREMENTAL REVENUE

Reinvest the Incremental Revenue

In response to our survey, David Steele of Apex Ho-
tels in the UK had this advice to offer: “Ensure that 
staffing reflects the increase in business demand; 
don’t just capitalize on the increased income without 
increasing your outgoings.”

It’s an excellent point. When your hotel is making 
more money, additional funds should be available to 
keep guests and employees happy.

Take Care of Your Employees

When it comes to employees, here are a few sugges-
tions for keeping morale high and motivating them to 
go the extra mile during the busy season:
- Offer incentives and/or bonuses for achieving per-
formance goals. 
- Hold staff gatherings to let off steam and have  
some fun.  
 

 

- Hold monthly or weekly prize draws for staff who 
are mentioned in positive reviews and surveys. 
- Recognize employees for their hard work—in per-
son, in writing, and in front of their peers. 
- Show leadership and pride. Ensure that managers 
maintain a positive attitude at all times and inspire 
employees to be excited, not daunted, by the chal-
lenges of a busy day.

Take Care of Your Guests

When it comes to guests, often it’s the little details 
and the special care of staff that compels travelers 
to write glowing reviews. Ensure there is ample staff-
ing on duty so that employees can provide that extra 
attention and personalized service that gets guests 
raving about the hotel and sharing their experiences 
with others. 
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TAKE CARE OF YOUR GUESTS

- Enhance the guest experience with thoughtful 
touches to “surprise and delight” guests, such as a 
welcome beverage, a welcome amenity or fresh 
flowers in the room, a wine reception, free coffee or 
snacks, and bottled water or snacks at departure.
 
- Some hotels appoint a front office coordinator to 
work behind the scenes in the summer season, an-
swering phones, blocking rooms and problem solv-
ing so that frontline staff can focus on serving guests 
and reducing wait times. 
 
- Other hotels schedule lobby hosts to rove public 
areas and assist guests with questions, directions and 
recommendations, helping guests make the most of 
their stay. 

 
 
 

 
 
Low Cost, High Impact
 
- The Magic Castle Hotel is a modest family hotel 
located in Los Angeles, yet it consistently ranks within 
the top two on TripAdvisor, outranking the city’s most 
luxurious and iconic hotels. How does it do it?
 
- In a previous webinar, general manager Darren 
Ross explained that his staff members are “obsessed” 
with providing excellent service. As a family hotel, 
staff understand the importance of keeping children 
happy. The hotel offers a number of what Ross calls 
“low cost, high impact programs” for families. 
 
- For example, there’s a phone near the pool that 
kids can use to call for “emergency popsicles.” The 
hotel also provides free laundry service and lots of 
free snacks. Guests rave about these special touches 
in reviews, and yet they cost the hotel very little. 
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Now we’re going to review a case study of a hotel 
that runs at extremely high occupancy during the 
summer season and yet consistently churns out rave 
reviews. 

Nicholas Gandossi is the general manager of Opus 
Hotel, a stylish and contemporary boutique hotel in 
Vancouver, Canada. During the ReviewPro webinar, 
he discussed some of the challenges his hotel faces 
during the summer season and the strategies they 
have implemented to overcome them.

An Upward Trend in Pricing 

Gandossi started out by explaining that, like other 
popular summer destinations, Vancouver has experi-
enced tremendous rate growth in the accommoda-
tion sector in recent years.  
 

In the boutique hotel segment to which Opus Ho-
tel belongs, room rates increased by 10.4 percent in 
2015, by 14.7 percent in 2016, and are forecast to in-
crease by 5 percent in 2017. This summer, room rates 
at four-star hotels start at $500 per night on average; 
at five-star hotels they start at $700 per night. 

CASE STUDY – OPUS HOTEL

Nicholas Gandossi - General Manager
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CASE STUDY – OPUS HOTEL

The rate growth has been driven by high demand. 
Summer is cruise ship season in Vancouver, and the 
leisure market increases dramatically. As a result, 
Gandossi says, staffing is stretched. 
“For us the challenge has always been to deliver on 
our brand promises,” he explained. “Now, the new 
challenge is to manage the value proposition.”

Analyzing with ReviewPro Data 

To analyze the situation, Gandossi pulled Review-
Pro data for Opus Hotel’s competitive set. He noted 
a significant difference between service ratings and 
value ratings. 

For Opus Hotel, he noted a significant disparity be-
tween overall guest satisfaction, as measured by Re-
viewPro’s Global Review Index, and the Value Index: 

Opus May 2017 MTD
Global Review Index (GRI): 96.6% 
Value Index: 86.2. 

“The lower Value Index has a negative impact on our 
hotel’s overall grade online,” said Gandossi. 

“This represents a significant challenge for us. When 
categories such as location, rooms and cleanliness 
perform at a high level but guest feels they are not 
getting the full value for what they’re paying, it can 
result in a lower overall review score.”

Comp Set (including OPUS)

2015 2016

Service 96.2% 96.4%

Value 89.4% 89.9%
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CASE STUDY - OPUS HOTEL 

As an example, Gandossi shared the review pictured 
here. “It’s a very positive review with a great title,” 
he said. “The guest was very happy with the hotel’s 
cleanliness, service and location. But they didn’t feel 
they were getting full value, and as such they rated us 
four out of five in value. This had the effect of pulling 
down our overall rating.

 

“In the ultra competitive environment of online re-
view sites, every bit of feedback is important, and 
every rating of a department or attribute has the 
potential to increase or decrease a hotel’s online 
reputation,” he said. “If one area is lagging and driv-
ing your scores lower, it needs to be addressed. The 
question is, how do we fill that gap?”

The Guest Experience: Filling the Gap
 
Gandossi identified several areas his hotel focuses on 
to close the value gap: 

- Smart Scheduling. “As a 96-room hotel, it’s im-
portant for us to know the patterns with groups and 
events, both on property and in the neighborhood, 
and to schedule staff accordingly because that af-
fects our service levels. We also focus on cross-train-
ing staff, specifically bell services and room service, 
so that they are able to cover for each other when it’s 
busy.”
- Use of Technology. “Technology is ultra important 
for us,” said Gandossi. “We try to ease congestion at 
peak arrival times by inviting guests to complete a 
prearrival process that tells us when to expect them, 
helping us to anticipate the flow of arrivals, pre-block 
rooms and ensure that guests’ rooms are ready when 
they arrive. We use guest management software to 
facilitate this process, and our efforts have had a di-
rect impact on guest satisfaction.” 
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CASE STUDY - OPUS HOTEL 

Opus uses another software solution to send guests 
a welcome text message upon arrival, inviting them 
to text for assistance during their stay. “Texting allows 
guests to communicate requests simply and easily 
using their mobile device,” said Gandossi. “Guests 
don’t have to phone us or line up at the front desk. 
It’s been an amazing addition to our services.”

- Surprise and Delight. “Surprising and delighting our 
guests is another major focus for us,” said Gandos-
si. “We constantly ask ourselves, how can we give 
an unexpected surprise to guests that makes them 
feel like they are getting more value? One example is 
offering a complimentary glass of rosé to every guest 
upon arrival. It’s a warm welcome to the property, 
starting things off on a very positive note. 
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CASE STUDY - OPUS HOTEL 

“In addition, our philosophy is to invest more in in-
room amenities than, for example, advertising,” he 
said. “These added touches make a significant im-
pression on guests. Delighted guests who write great 
reviews have more value to us than an ad in a maga-
zine.
“Whether it’s a complimentary bottle of water at 
checkout, special amenities in room for all our repeat 
guests, personal touches or value-adds, we’re show-
ing the guest that this is a special experience, and 
they’re going to have to have a memorable time. This 
helps to alleviate any gaps they may feel or be per-
ceived to feel in value.” 

- Avoid nickeling and diming. “We’ve worked hard 
to remove any perception of ‘nickel and diming’ the 
guest,” said Gandossi. “For example, we don’t place 
a bottle of water beside the bed with a price tag, and 
we avoid any advertising in the room. If the guest 
feels the hotel is trying to make money off of them at 
every opportunity, it may create negative perceptions 
related  to the value perception.   

 
 
“We also try to grant late checkout requests whenev-
er possible. It sounds so simple, but one of the pieces 
of feedback we receive is that guests really appreci-
ate not being charged for that extra hour or two. It 
has helped to elevate our review scores during the 
peak season.”

- Staff Education. “We constantly ask ourselves how 
we can challenge our team to personalize every 
guest experience,” said Gandossi. 
 
“This goes back to training—making each employee 
understand how they can make a difference. How do 
they ensure that guests never feel rushed even when 
its crazy busy? As travelers, we’ve all been in the sit-
uation where we’ve been waiting and getting impa-
tient, and then we forgive the hotel because the ser-
vice is so great. “It’s crucial that every staff member is 
on board and working as a team on that philosophy.”
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LEVERAGING GUEST FEEDBACK ANALYTICS 

During the webinar, Neil James, VP of Product at 
ReviewPro, shared tips on how to leverage guest 
feedback analytics to drive higher guest satisfaction 
during the peak season.  

How Data Helps Hotels Prepare for Peak Season
“Guest feedback data allows you to measure your 
hotel’s performance over time and ensure that you’re 
learning from feedback and making improvements,” 
said James. 

He recommended following these steps: 

1. Use guest feedback KPIs (key performance indi-
cators) to monitor changes in guest satisfaction over 
time.
2. Identify periods of high demand and high im-
pact on guest satisfaction levels.
3. Understand the key drivers of low guest satis-
faction.
4. Use semantic analysis to drill down to the detail 

in guest comments.

Measuring Guest Satisfaction   

James identified the key metrics hotels should pay 
close attention to in order to understand changes to 
guest satisfaction levels throughout the year.
 
- Use KPIs from online reviews and guest surveys:
 
- For surveys, the key metric is the Net Promoter 
Score®, an index that measures the willingness of 
guests to recommend your hotel to others based on 
their experience at your property. “With ReviewPro 
you have the ability to benchmark the NPS against 
your competitors,” said James.
 
- For reviews, the key metric is ReviewPro’s Global 
Review Index™ (GRI), the industry-standard online 
reputation score based on data from more than 175 
review sites & OTAs in over 45 languages. “The GRI 
can help you identify how online reviews influence 
traveler booking behavior at any given period.”
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- Benchmark your hotel’s performance against your 
competitive set.
- For branded hotels and group hotels, compare per-
formance to affiliated hotels.

Understanding Why with Semantic Analysis 

Semantic analysis enables hotel managers to iden-
tify what guests like about your property and their 
key areas of dissatisfaction. This data should then be 
used to decide which areas should be promoted and 
maintained and which areas should be improved.  

“Hotel managers should take into account that, in 
many cases, implementing the necessary changes 
doesn’t always mean added costs,” said James. “They 
could be process efficiencies, staff training or even 
changes to the recruitment process.”

Review the data monthly to monitor your year-to-
date performance and identify the changes that must 
be made. Such changes will improve the guest expe-
rience, and thereby improve your hotel’s online repu-
tation.

Source: ReviewPro tool
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How Hotels Use Guest Feedback 

With ReviewPro’s guest survey tool, it’s now possible 
to analyze guest satisfaction by room category or 
even specific room numbers. As an example, a Re-
viewPro client in the UK detected specific rooms that 
were receiving poorer reviews than the other rooms. 
Management implemented procedures that ensured 
that the higher rated rooms were allocated to guests 
first and the under-performing rooms were allocated 
last. 

 

In-stay Surveys to Resolve Issues on Property 

ReviewPro’s In-stay Surveys allow hotels to send 
short email surveys to guests while they are in house. 
The tool alerts managers when service recovery is 
needed and gives them the opportunity to take cor-
rective action before guests check out. The end re-
sult? Higher guest satisfaction and fewer negative 
online reviews.
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EXAMPLE: HASTINGS HOTELS

Hastings Hotels is a group of six four- and five-star 
hotels in Northern Ireland. A ReviewPro client since 
2013, they use the tool to manage both online repu-
tation and guest surveys. 

Harvey shared the following tips for managing the 
guest experience in peak season: 

- Motivate and support staff to maximize the guest’s 
experience, even when they are busy.  
- Use real-time alerts so that important feedback 
gets acted on as quickly as possible.
- Regularly reward staff and commend their perfor-
mance to motivate them throughout the year, but 
especially during the peak period.
- Consider incorporating guest feedback from all 
channels within your daily, weekly and monthly oper-
ations meetings to drive change in the way you serve 
your guests.
- Dedicate resources to respond to reviews in a 
timely manner. This will impact guest expectations 
and your ability to convert lookers to bookers.
based on guest feedback to avoid creating false ex-
pectations, especially when rates are higher. 

”Over the summer, the hotels are under more pressure 
as they are so busy and sometimes standards can slip, 
leading guests to complain.
Also, guests tend to pick up on more minor com-
plaints as their patience is perhaps less than normal as 
the hotel is busy and they are quicker to complain.”  
 
Joanne Harvey
Group Marketing Manager
Hastings Hotels
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Harvey shared an example of these principles in ac-
tion. One day, staff members received an alert via 
ReviewPro that a guest was complaining on Twitter 
that there was no duck in her room! The rubber duck 
has been Hastings Hotels’ famous mascot for more 
than 20 years, and guests love taking them home 
after check-out. The manager delivered a duck to the 
room within a half hour. Needless to say, the guest 
was very impressed!

Noise is another frequent complaint for hotels during 
times of high occupancy. When staff at Hastings Ho-
tels received an alert that a guest was tweeting about 
noise below his room, they called the guest within 20 
minutes and offered to move him to another room. 

In both situations, by acting swiftly, staff turned a 
potentially damaging situation into an opportunity to 
exceed expectations, deliver exceptional service and 
build loyalty. And they are perfect examples of how 
hoteliers can drive higher guest satisfaction scores in 
the high season—and year-round.
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ReviewPro is the world leader of Guest Intelligence 
solutions, with more than 55,000 hotels in 150 
countries. Globally renowned brands like Radisson 
Hotel Group, Kempinski Hotels, Red Lion Hotels, and 
Mèlia Hotels International rely on ReviewPro to 
consolidate all guest intelligence into one powerful 
platform.

The company’s cloud-based Guest Experience 
Improvement Suite includes Online Reputation 
Management, Guest Satisfaction Surveys, Auto Case 
Management, and an innovative Guest Messaging 
Hub. The tools and processes that ReviewPro 
provides enable hoteliers to proactively turn guest 
insight into action to prioritize operational and 
service improvements, deliver better guest 
experiences and increase guest satisfaction, online 
rankings, and revenue.

Click here to check out our messaging video.

ReviewPro’s Global Review Index™ (GRI), the 
industry-standard online reputation score, is based 
on review data collected from 175 OTAs and review 
sites in over 45 languages. The GRI™ is used to 
manage online reputation by benchmarking an
individual hotel or group of hotels, comparing 
results between properties or against competitors, 
and tracking the evolution of a hotel’s performance 
over time.

https://www.reviewpro.com/products/guest-messaging-hub/
https://www.reviewpro.com/products/guest-messaging-hub/
https://www.reviewpro.com/products/guest-messaging-hub/
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